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Evolved threats call for evolved thinking™

Scan to  
LEARN MORE

NEWSROOM

AT A GLANCE:

Continuously monitors open-source intelligence  
sources for new vulnerabilities and assesses your  
organization’s exposure

Reveals all assets on your external attack surface 
potentially affected by a new critical vulnerability

PREVENT/ASM provides mitigation advice,  
allowing for streamlined vulnerability response 

Newsroom helps you quickly understand the impact of new 
critical vulnerabilities on your organization. It alleviates the pain 
from managing a vulnerability response process by informing you 
of newly discovered critical vulnerabilities and supporting timely 
mitigation actions to prevent exploits.

1. MONITOR: 
Monitors threat feeds and information sources  
such as OSINT for new critical vulnerabilities.

2. INFORM
When such a vulnerability is found, a new post is added to 
the ASM portal and displayed in the main ASM dashb oard 
as part of the Newsroom feed. Users can also enable email 
notifications to be informed of new Newsroom posts in a 
timely manner.

AM I EXPOSED TO CYBER-THREATS?

New critical vulnerabilities are making the headlines almost every week, and as the average time to exploitation shrinks to just 12 days, 
organizations need more than ever to be able to quickly to determine: 

3. EDUCATE
From the feed itself, a security professional gets a short summary of the 
vulnerability, the affected software and can see how many assets have 
been found to run this software within the organization’s attack surface.

A. The post provides additional information depending on the status  
of the vulnerability. In case of a zero-day, it will specify the known 
affected versions, the potential impact of the vulnerability as well as 
some initial mitigation actions. When available, the user will be able  
to find external links to existing exploits and industry discussions.

B. If the vulnerability has already been referenced, the post provides  
its CVE number and score as well as a link to its NIST National  
Vulnerability description page. When available, we also provide  
a link to vendor patches.

Vulnerability management programs are typically resource- 
intensive, involving the constant monitoring of security news 
feeds and intelligence sources. Meanwhile, exposure tests from 
vulnerability scanners take time, leaving IT security teams in 
need of a quick initial indicator of their exposure.
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